Jeep liberty trailer hitch

Although the Jeep Liberty's relatively short wheelbase does not make it a suitable for towing
large or heavy trailers, it performs well with less demanding loads. Various models and trim
levels are capable of different towing capacities, so check the owner's manual for your
particular vehicle to determine the maximum tow capacity for your Jeep. Because the vehicle
comes equipped with a factory tow hitch connector, wiring a Jeep Liberty for a trailer is a
straightforward project. Remove the passenger-side panel in the cargo area; it clips into place
and is not secured by any fasteners. Look behind the passenger-side rear light cluster and
locate an empty, female, four-terminal multi-block wired into the circuits that operate the light
cluster. Insert and press the matched male multi-block of the aftermarket hitch harness into the
female multi-block connector. Route the hitch harness out of the cargo area through a rubber
grommet in the floor pan of the cargo area, immediately below the light cluster. Route the hitch
to the center rear of the Jeep Liberty and attach it adjacent to the tow package using plastic zip
ties. Follow the run of wire back under the vehicle and attach a zip tie every 10 inches so the
wiring will not be susceptible to accidental damage. John Cagney Nash began composing press
releases and event reviews for British nightclubs in His material was first published in the
"Eastern Daily Press. In he earned an OxBridge doctorate in philosophy and immediately
emigrated to America. Step 1 Remove the passenger-side panel in the cargo area; it clips into
place and is not secured by any fasteners. Step 2 Look behind the passenger-side rear light
cluster and locate an empty, female, four-terminal multi-block wired into the circuits that
operate the light cluster. Step 3 Route the hitch harness out of the cargo area through a rubber
grommet in the floor pan of the cargo area, immediately below the light cluster. Step 4 Route the
hitch to the center rear of the Jeep Liberty and attach it adjacent to the tow package using
plastic zip ties. Reinstall the cargo-area side panel. References Etrailer. An aftermarket harness
produced by Hopkins Towing Solutions, part number , is a perfect fit for a Jeep Liberty. The
factory-fitted wiring loom does not operate trailer brakes. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. There was not an accident. Every Jeep dealer keeps telling me the parts on national
backorder and there is nothing they can do. My vehicle originally came with the tow package
and a factory installed hitch. According to the recall notice I received the factory hitch would be
inspected and the two most rearward mounting bolts would be replaced. The dealer did not
replace the bolts and said that would only be done "if necessary". I received a notice of recall
for the installation of a trailer hitch. As of today the dealer claims no parts are available. Search
CarComplaints. Called Jeep and still no answer as to when they are going to comply with
government safety regulations. I'm still waiting on a hitch for my Jeep. At this point if I do have
a accident and an incident occurs I'm sure this would be considered a non comply to
government regulations. All I'm asking for is either they fix the issue or give me ftv on my Jeep
so I can buy a safer car. Sorry to say this is the type of issues that cause me not to want to get
another Jeep. Ford or Chevy next time.. Consumer writes in regards to unsatisfactory customer
service at dealership and seeks reimbursement. The consumer stated after purchasing the
vehicle, he was advised by the local dealership not to install a trailer hitch, as Chrysler would
install it in the beginning of July The consumer is disabled and he needed to relocate and
needed a trailer to pull a U-hall to move. The consumer was finally forced to have a hitch
professionally installed. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. With its
capability of taking you to the great outdoors, it turns even a simple vehicle owner into a
weekend off-road adventurer. Of course, your Jeep is able to do that because it is fitted with not
only powerful mechanical components but also with add-ons that makes off-roading and towing
safer and more convenient. Among such is the Jeep Liberty hitch. With a hitch, it is easier for
you to connect a trailer into your Jeep should you need to transport big luggage like a canoe or
kayak. It also accommodates a hitch rack that can carry your mountain bike. That said, don't
you think it's just fair that you provide your Jeep's hitch with the kind of maintenance it
deserves? Below are some tips on how you can do that:. During your car wash, make sure that
the hitch won't be ignored. Before you know it, your hitch has been slowly eaten up by rust and
is no longer as efficient as before in hooking up the trailer into your Jeep. After a thorough
carwash, it is wise if you will spend some time inspecting the various exterior components of
your Jeep especially the ones you don't usually see like the hitch. Check the hitch for surface
rust, scratches, pitting, and other types of damage. As soon as you notice any form of damage,
deal with it as soon as you can to prevent it from getting worse and more difficult to repair.
Scratches can be touched up to cover the exposed metal part of the hitch, and thus prevent rust
formation. In case rust was already there, remove it by lightly sanding it before touching up the
paint. Consult the manual of your Jeep Liberty and study the setup of your hitch. The manual

usually states which component necessitates lubrication and other maintenance requirements
and which are almost maintenance free. Most of the time, lubrication is necessary on moving
components and on metal-to-metal contacts. Jeeps continue to be the ultimate off-road icon.
They take their owners like you to places you've never been and negotiate even with the
harshest of terrains just to let you experience the fun of being in the great outdoors. They are
also fitted with powerful engines that won't die out while you are in the most exciting part of
your adventure and will make your ride more practical by giving it the power to haul even heavy
cargos. But with the limited space in your Jeep's interior, most owners would rather not bring
their large stuff than compromise their riding comfort by putting their luggage in the cabin. That
shouldn't be a problem in your part because you can always outfit your ride with a Jeep Liberty
hitch that will make it easy for you to tow a trailer. The process and length of installation is
dependent on the type of trailer you will install and where you want it mounted. Regardless if
it's a frame mount or bumper mount, it pays big time if you'll familiarize yourself first with the
hitch setup and the entire installation instructions. By so doing, it will be easier for you to
determine if you are capable of pulling the task off all by yourself or if you'll just leave it to a
pro. If you're doing the task, understanding the process of installation will help you gauge the
amount time you should allot for such task and whether you need an assistant or not. Having
the hitch pre-assembled before your installation can make the process so much faster and
easier as all you have to do when the time comes is to connect it to your ride and secure it. By
assembling the hitch, you'll know right away if the components and hardware sent to you are
complete or not. As you pre-assemble your new Jeep Liberty hitch, however, make it a point to
just put the bolts or screws finger-tight. You only need to securely tighten them if you're already
securing the hitch to the vehicle. It is also a good idea to test-fit the hitch that you've
pre-assembled so you'll know if there's a need for you to drill holes mounting holes or if the
pre-drilled ones in Jeep Liberty are enough. In case you still need to drill holes, do it carefully
and make sure you wear safety gears to protect yourself from possible injury that can be
caused by the power drill and the process of drilling. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Jeep Liberty Hitch. Select your vehicle year.
Refine by:. Hitch part. Recommended Use. Product Fit. Receiver Tube Size. Maximum Gross
Trailer Weight. Maximum Tongue Weight. Shop Jeep Liberty Hitch. Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results.
Sort by:. Part Number: CUR Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Receiver Tube Size : 1. Receiver Maximum Gross Trailer Weight : lbs. Receiver Tube Size : 2 in.
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eiver Hitch. Jun 10, Easy Purchase. Quick shipping. Easily navigation of the site. Good photos.
Very competitive prices. Purchased on Jun 10, Fit and finish of the hitch was excellent. On this
application holes and nuts were preexisting so instsallation was fast. Took a lot longer to add
trailer light wiring than install the hitch. Purchased on Jul 30, Jeep Liberty Hitch Guides. Below
are some tips on how you can do that: When washing your Jeep, don't overlook the hitch.
Regularly check your hitch for any sign of damage and corrosion. Lubricate hitch components
when necessary. Helpful Automotive Resources. Step Bumper vs Receiver Hitch Having the
ability to tow a trailer can prove extremely useful for both work and play. But not every vehicle
rolls out of the factory with the parts required to tow vehicles and other loads safely. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

